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Abstract
of
IMPLEMENTATION OF TEST RUN FEATURE
FOR PC2 WEB VERSION
by
Zhaoyan Lin

This project is the implementation of Test Run, a test-run feature for the web version of PC2. PC2
is a programming contest control system developed at California State University, Sacramento.
PC2 is widely used for conducting programming contests including the annual world-wide
International Collegiate Programming Contest (ICPC). The web version of the client software a
contest team used in PC2 is the EWTeam Web Client, which allows the network connection to the
PC2 server software and the contest participation on a web browser. The existing version of
EWTeam Web Client does not provide a test-run functionality that the locally-run client software
Team Application has. Therefore, this project is to complete the missing test-run feature in the
EWTeam Web Client.
With the Test Run feature implemented, a team can submit a test run to the PC2 server. The program
will be tested using the same environment that is used for a formal run submission but the test
outcome will not affect the team’s standing in the contest. The purpose of the project is to help
improve contestants’ performance in the contest, extend the usability of PC2 and raise the
awareness of software testing.
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The project started with an analysis of the existing PC2 architecture and the workflow of handling
a formal run submission. Using the analysis as a reference, the Test Run feature requirements were
determined from three main perspectives: a team client, a server, and a judge client. These three
modules are the essential components for handling and processing a test run submission. The design
criteria of the Test Run feature was proposed based on the software requirements.
The implementation of the Test Run feature is full stack development that involves both front-end
and back-end modification. It started with the back-end modification on the PC2 system. A set of
new classes and functions were implemented to handle a test run from submission to execution,
and eventually collect the test run results. The PC2 API that connects the EWTeam Web Client and
the server was modified to facilitate the communication between the two modules. When the backend architecture was set up, the front-end modification on the web-based interface was
implemented to complete the Test Run feature. The back-end development was written in Java.
The front-end development involves the use of HTML, CSS, JavaScript and PHP scripts.
The implementation was tested by JUnit tests and a simulated programming contest. The results of
the testing proved that the implementation had satisfied all the software requirements identified in
the project. The project also proposed several enhancements that can be implemented with future
development to extend the functionality of the Test Run feature.

_______________________, Committee Chair

John Clevenger, Ph.D.
_______________________
Date
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 About ICPC
ICPC is the abbreviation for ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest. This team-based
programming competition is held annually among college students all over the world under the
auspices of ACM [1]. A team must compete and advance through multiple tiers of regional contests
to qualify for the World Final, where contestants from universities across six continents battle for
the world championship by demonstrating extraordinary programming and teamwork skills.
The first ICPC can be traced back to a competition held at Texas A&M University in 1970s. Since
then, ICPC has gradually grown into a global event and has become the most influential and
prestigious programming contest for college students in the world. According to the ICPC Fact
Sheet published in January 2017 [2], there were “46,381 contestants in 2,948 universities in 103
countries” competing in the regional contests in 2016, setting a new record for participation.

1.2 About PC2
In 1989, a group of students at California State University Sacramento developed the Programming
Contest Control System, known as PC2, to support ICPC local contests at the university. The group
then decided to publish the PC2 system online and made it available for other interested users to
download and use. Over the years, the PC2 software system has evolved into one of the most widely
used software systems for conducting programming contests such as ICPC.
With the PC2 system, a contest administrator can set up a fully functional programming contest
environment over a network. Teams can submit programs for judgement and judges can review the
submission and send a response back to the team [3]. The score that determines a team’s ranking
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in a contest can be tracked on the scoreboard. PC2 also provides all sorts of customizable settings
so that users can extend the use of PC2 to meet their specific requirements.
PC2 has been under active development for implementing new features and incorporating advanced
technology such as cloud computing. The latest version of PC2 is Version 9.5.2 released on
September 10th, 2017. Version 10 is in the development process.

1.3 Application Team Client vs. EWTeam Web Client
Since the first version of PC2, the Application Team Client has been used as a standard application
interface for a team to take part in the contest. In order to use the Application Team Client, PC2
must be installed on each team’s local machine and configured properly to communicate with the
server. Starting from Version 9.3, PC2 provides an alternative Team Client -- the EWTeam Web
Client, a web-based interface to connect with the PC2 server [4]. With the EWTeam Client, teams
can participate in the contest and interact with the server using just a web browser. No installation
of PC2 is required on the local team machine. This web-based interface brought great convenience
to both contest organizers and contestants. It soon gained popularity among PC2 users for its
exceptional accessibility and scalability.

1.4 Problem Description
The current version of EWTeam Client provides almost all the functionality that the Application
Team Client has, but it is missing an essential feature – Test Run. A test run is a run submitted to
the server by a team for testing purposes. The result of the test run submission should not be counted
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towards the team’s score. A team could use the Test Run feature to debug and detect potential
compilation errors.
The absence of the Test Run feature in the EWTeam Client is due to the current architecture setup
of PC2. Unlike the Application Team Client, which can utilize the local machine to compile and
execute the program, the EWTeam Client relies on the server to process all the submissions.
However, the existing code on the server side is designed to handle only formal judge run
submissions. If the server is not able to differentiate a judge run submission from a test run
submission, neither can a judge or other modules. Thus a team is not able to test its program in the
system environment without the risk of losing points by submitting a formal judge run.
The goal of this project is to modify the EWTeam Client web interface to support the use of Test
Run feature and modify PC2 internal code to handle a test run submission properly. To clearly
differentiate the two types of submission, the remainder of this report will refer to a formal run
submission that requires judgement as a judge run, and refer to a run submission that is made only
for testing purpose as a test run.

1.5 Goals of the project
1.5.1 Improve contest performance for teams
The Test Run feature allows contestants to submit their program for testing on the server before
submitting a judge run. Using the same environment as that of the judge, teams can easily identify
the errors caused by system differences without losing points for penalty. The Test Run feature is
expected to improve teams’ performance by helping teams detect unexpected compilation errors
and obtain better information for debugging. In this project, the standard output and standard error
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output of the submitted program and test data will be presented to team as test run result. In future
development, more options will be provided to help team improve performance even more
substantially. Details will be discussed in Chapter 7 of the report.

1.5.2 Improve the usability and scalability of PC2
With the Test Run feature implemented, a team can evaluate the syntax and sematic correctness of
the program by submitting a test run with a set of test data to the system. Therefore a team will
need nothing more than a text editor and a browser to participate in the contest. The contest
organizer does not need to install any IDEs or compilers for every supported language on the local
machines. This can improve the usability and scalability for contest organizers.
For example, there could be a use case when a high school or a middle school wants to organize a
programming competition for students. In this situation the teachers can simply set up the contest
in a basic computer lab. They would not need to go through each of the computers to check for
compilation settings. Therefore PC2 with the Test Run feature implemented can provide better user
experience for both contestants and contest organizers.

1.5.3 Raise awareness of software testing
Testing is essential for creating reliable and robust software. However, researchers have pointed
out that many college students today still graduate into the software development industry without
proper knowledge of testing [5]. In the software development industry, a good software tester needs
to demonstrate strong analytical and problem-solving skills [6]. This also applies to testing in a
programming contest. Especially when the test run result does not provide an explicit judgement
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for the program, contestants need to make their own evaluation by using logical thinking.
Therefore, incorporating testing skills into ICPC is meaningful in raising the awareness of software
testing among college students.
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF EXISTING PC2 ARCHITECTURE

2.1 Overview of PC2 architecture
PC2 is a distributed real-time system using a client-server architecture [4]. Each site consists of a
single server and multiple clients. PC2 also supports multi-site contests, in which case the global
contest state is dynamically updated to all sites, meaning that any change made by a client or server
at any sites will be automatically distributed by the site’s server to all other sites’ servers. More
specifically, in a multi-site contest, a server can communicate with servers from other sites while a
client can only communicate with the single server at its own site. Figure 1 illustrates the basic
architecture set up of the system. Servers and clients are considered as modules in PC2 system.
Modules communicate with each other via packets. A packet contains useful information such as
run files, properties, packet types, etc. A packet is constructed and dispatched to different
destinations based on its use case. The transmission of packets between different modules is
handled by the transport layer.

Admin
(Client)

Server
(site1)
Global Contest
States
(multiple sites)

Server
(site2)
Server
(site3)

Team
(Client)
Judge
(Client)
Scoreboard
(Client)

Server
(site4)
Figure 1. The client-server architecture of PC2 system
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There are a few different types of clients, such as Administrator, Judge, Team, and Scoreboard.
Each of these clients has its own interface to perform a set of contest operations that are
characterized by its type. For example, an Admin client has the privilege to generate new accounts,
add problems, add languages, and set up the configuration for the contest. A Team client can submit
judge runs, view run results and submit clarification requests. A Judge client can check out a judge
run to make a judgement, review previous judgements and respond to a clarification request.

2.2 The MVC pattern
The internal architecture of PC2 Version 9 follows the Model-View-Controller design pattern,
which is usually referred as the MVC pattern. It is one of the most commonly used software
architectural frameworks. The MVC pattern divides the system into three interconnected
components that interact with each other. In PC2, the central component is the InternalContest,
which is considered the “Model” in MVC. It manages and stores data for the entire contest. It
contains all the information about the current contest state. The “view” component consists of the
user interface and the web browser API. It displays the data of the contest and interacts with external
users. The InternalController serves as the controller component of MVC. It accepts and validates
data input from the view component and then processes the data and updates the contest. It works
as the coordinator between the Model component and the View component. Figure 2 is a
visualization of the MVC architectural pattern in PC2.
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Controller

InternalController
Accept and validate data input from view
Process data and update model

Model

View

InternalContest

UI/Web API

Data storage for the entire
contest

Display data
Interact with user

Figure 2. The MVC architectural pattern of PC2 system

2.3 The path of a judge run submission
Understanding the MVC architecture is essential to this project. The flow of a judge run submission
can be clearly identified following the MVC pattern. A team can submit a judge run either from the
Team Application Client interface or from the EWTeam Web Client. The following sections
describe the two critical paths for a judge run submission, respectively from Team Application
Client and EWTeam Web Client. The two paths start differently but will eventually reach the same
entry point to the server.
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2.3.1 Submit a judge run from Team Application Client
Using the Team Application Client, a team could upload a judge run submission to the server or
make a test run locally. Figure 3, below, is a view of the Team Application Client interface.

Figure 3. Team Application Client Interface
As described in section 2.2, the user interface serves as the “View” component that interacts with
external users. When a user presses either the “Test” button or the “Submit” button, the function
“testOrSubmitRun()” in “submitRunPane” class will be called. This file is part of the UI package
of PC2. The function takes a boolean argument, “isSubmitRun”, to indicate whether the submission
should be submitted to the server. Figure 4 is a simple flow chart that describes the path of a judge
run submission from the Team Application Client before it reaches the entry point to the server.
The “testOrSubmitRun()” function first validates the user’s selection of problem, language and
filename, and then branches according to the parameter’s value. If the parameter “isSubmitRun” is
true, it calls the “submitRun()” function in the internal controller of the module to submit a judge
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run to the server; otherwise it calls the “testRun()” function to conduct a local test run. For a local
test run, the submitted main file will be compiled and executed locally on the team’s machine.
The test run defined in this project is different from the local test run. The test run feature in this
project requires the server module to handle and process the test run submission, therefore the
“submitRun” branch is the more critical path to follow through to achieve the task. The
“submitRun()” function is where the server validates and accepts the submission. The handling of
the submission is then transferred to the server.

Figure 4. Submit a run from the Team Application Client
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2.3.2 Submit a judge run from EWTeam Web Client
EWTeam Web Client uses a web-based interface to interact with a Team. The Team can submit a
judge run through a web browser. Figure 5 is a screenshot of the submit pane in the current version
of EWTeam Web Client.

Figure 5. EWTeam Web Client submit pane
To submit a judge run to the server, the User first needs to choose a problem from the problem list
of the contest and then specify what language the code was written in. The user then chooses the
source file to upload as the main file for the submission. When the user clicks the “Submit Problem”
button, the script in “submitProblem.php” will be invoked. The web client’s script uses the PC2
API to connect with the server and transmit the data. The API calls the “submitRun()” function in
the internal controller, reaching the same entry point as the Team Application Client does. Figure
6 illustrates the path of a judge run submission from the EWTeam Web Client submit pane until it
reaches the entry point to the server.
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Figure 6. Submit a judge run from EWTeam Web Client

2.3.3 Entry point to PC2V9 server
As described in the previous sections, a judge run submission, either submitted through the Team
Application Client or the EWTeam Web Client, will invoke the “submitRun()” function in the
internal controller of a team module. The internal controller calls the PacketFactory to encapsulate
the submission into a RUN_SUBMISSION packet. The packet is then sent to the local server by
the transport layer. The packet handler is a handler for all kinds of packets, such as
RUN_SUBMISSION, RUN_REQUEST, RUN_CHECKOUT, etc. Each packet is handled
according to the packet type. For a RUN_SUBMISSION packet, the handler extracts the run object,
the run files, and other run related information, such as the elapsed time and the override run ID,
from the packet. After the preliminary processing and checking, the packet handler invokes the
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“acceptRun()” function in the internal contest. The internal contest, which acts as the “Model”
component in MVC, manages and stores all the data about the contest. If the internal contest accepts
the judge run submission, it will add the submission to the run list, confirm the acceptance, and
then fire a run event about the newly added judge run. Internally, each submission is identified by
a unique ID called element ID. Inside the run list object, the judge run submission is stored in a
HashTable which uses its element ID as key and the corresponding judge run object as value. At
this point, a judge run submission has been successfully added to the internal contest. The flow
chart below describes the basic path of this process. For simplicity, the transport layer is ignored in
this chart.

Figure 7. Simplified flow chart of adding a judge run submission to server
The PC2 system uses an event-driven mechanism to handle certain events, such as submission, that
are related to a judge run. If a class is defined with an implementation of the run event listener
interface and is registered in the list of run event listeners in InternalContest, it will be notified
when a judge run submission has occurred. Each of these implementations reacts to the run events
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in a module-dependent fashion. For example, when a judge receives a run event about a newly
added submission, it can check out the judge run, execute the run, and review the result to make a
judgement.

2.3.4 Compile and execute judge run
As mentioned above, when a judge run submission event occurs in the system, a judge client will
be notified. An AutoJudge is a specially-configured judge module that will automatically monitor
the list of judge runs that are queued for computer judgement. Then a judge run from the queue
will be checked out and executed if it is available. A human judge can manually check out a judge
run from the internal contest to review and make judgements for it. After the compilation and
execution process, a judgement record will be submitted to the server and then forwarded to the
team.
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Chapter 3
TEST RUN FEATURE REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Define a test run submission
A test run submission is defined as a run submitted by a team client in attempt to detect compilation
errors and test the semantic correctness of a program before submitting a judge run. A test run
submission is not counted towards the scores in a contest. Similar to a judge run submission, a test
run submission must indicate the chosen problem and language. In addition to the main files of the
program, a test data file must also be included if the program requires data input. In the following
sections of this chapter, the test run feature requirements will be further explained respectively from
a team, a judge, and a server’s perspective.

3.2 Requirements from a team client’s perspective
3.2.1 Make a Test Run submission
Fundamentally, the Test Run feature requires that a team client be able to submit a test run using
the EWTeam Web interface. The team needs to specify the target problem and language, and
chooses a local source file to upload as the main file of the program. If the program requires data
input, then the team must provide a test data file in addition to the source file. Then the main file
and the test data file should be sent to the server for compilation and execution. In the current
version of EWTeam Web Client, it only allows the upload of the main file. To support the Test Run
feature, an additional file upload field for specifying the test data file should be included on the
submission pane.
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A team should not get any credit points or penalty points from submitting a test run. In a
programming contest, teams should have the motivation to use the test run feature wisely to debug
for their program and improve the performance. Nevertheless, to prevent abusive use of the test run
feature, some restriction rules may be enforced. For example, administrator can set a size limit for
the main file and data file.

3.2.2 Transmit a test run submission to the server through PC2 API
The current PC2 API that connects the EWTeam Web Client interface to the server only accepts
judge run submissions. To support the Test Run feature, it must be modified to accept test run
submissions and transmit the data to the server properly. Note that a test run submission may have
a test data file in addition to the main file, thus the API needs to accommodate this requirement to
ensure that the transmission also includes the test data file.

3.2.3 Review Test Run results
After the test run has been executed, the team should be able to review the result of the test run. In
this project, the standard output and the standard error output of a test run execution will be
presented as the Test Run results. There will not be any explicit judgement for a test run. With that
being said, the team will have to make its own conclusion of whether the program is working
correctly based on their test data and the standard output. Logical thinking and problem-solving
skill is essential for a team to come up with a good set of test cases that can prove the correctness
of the algorithm and also cover all the corner cases.
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There are a few other options for presenting test run results that will be proposed as future
enhancements. For example, if a judge program exists in the system, it can be used to generate the
“expected” result of the team’s test data. Then the team can compare the actual output against the
expected result. Also, if a judge answer already exists, the auto judge can validate the test result
and make some simple judgements for the team. These alternative ways of presenting test run
results will give a contest administrator the opportunity to adjust the difficulty level of the contest.
More details will be discussed in chapter 7, Future Enhancements.

3.3 Requirements from the server’s perspective
3.3.1 Accept and add test run submission to the contest
In the current version of PC2, the server is designed to handle only judge run submissions. From
the server’s perspective, the most essential requirement for implementing the Test Run feature is
to differentiate a test run submission from a judge run submission. Next, the server needs to
construct a packet for the test run submission and have the packet handler dispatch the packet
properly. A new packet type needs to be defined for this purpose. Then following the path illustrated
in Figure 7, the server should handle the test run similarly to the way it handles a judge run. New
classes and functions will be implemented to facilitate the handling of test runs, and all the existing
classes and functions that are relevant to test run activities will need to be modified for the test run
object.
Since a test run submission shares a lot of common properties and behaviors with a judge run
submission, redundant code should be avoided when utilizing the existing code is possible.
Nevertheless, the modification should not impact the current functionality for a judge run
submission.
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3.3.2 Communicate with other modules
The server also plays a crucial role in the communication and coordination among different
modules for the Test Run feature. The compilation and execution of the test run are performed by
the judge modules. The server should forward the test run submission to the judge in response to a
checkout request. After the execution, the test run result needs to be collected and forwarded to the
team client. Therefore, the server needs to be modified to satisfy these communication
requirements.

3.4 Requirements from a judge client’s perspective
3.4.1 Auto-judging mode for test run
PC2 system supports two types of judging modes: automated judging and manual judging. The two
judging modes can be used with each other in a contest. The auto-judging mode does not require
interaction with a human judge once the contest starts, while manual judging mode relies on human
review and judgement. Typically, an auto judge is set up by the contest administrator to relieve the
burden of a human judge and improve the efficiency of the judging process. In order to enable autojudging mode for a problem, the administrator needs to make sure a validator is defined for that
problem in the system [4]. Otherwise, the auto-judge would not be able to validate the correctness
of a judge run submission.
For a test run submission, a judge does not need to provide any explicit judgement other than the
standard output and standard error output from the execution of the test run submission. Therefore,
a validator is not needed for judging a test run. In this project, to achieve better efficiency, all test
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run submissions are required to be auto judged and no manual judge needs to be involved in the
test run. In the future, more options for test run judging could be opened up to provide more
flexibility for a contest. It will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 7 Future Enhancements.

3.4.2 Auto-judge filter for Test Run
When a contest administrator sets up an auto judge client, a filter will be created in the system to
identify the problems that are assigned for this auto judge. As mentioned in the previous section,
for a judge run, only the problems with a validator can be judged by computer automatically. Figure
8 displays a sample of the existing PC2 “Auto Judge Settings” pane.

Figure 8. A sample of “Auto Judge Settings” pane
The test run feature requires another filter to be added to identify the auto test run problems assigned
for this judge. Unlike the auto judge run, the auto test run does not need a validator. Therefore, all
the problems, not only the ones with a validator, should be presented in the list as candidates. To
ensure the proper use of the Test Run feature, a warning should be displayed if a problem is not
assigned to any auto judge for the test run.
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3.4.3 Compile and execute test run
As human judge is not involved in the test run judging process, the auto judge must be able to
compile and execute test runs automatically. The project must design a mechanism on how the auto
judge will fetch and check out a test run. After the execution, the auto judge needs to forward the
test run results files to the server so that it can be forwarded to teams.
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Chapter 4
SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR TEST RUN FEATURE

After identifying the Software requirements for the Test Run feature, the software design process
is ready to begin. The software design is also focused on three main perspectives: the EWTeam
Client, the PC2 Server, and the PC2 Judge Client. The design process adopts an object oriented
strategy. A few new object types need to be introduced into the existing PC2 system to facilitate
the Test Run feature. Furthermore, an underlying requirement for the design is that the newly added
feature should not have any adverse impact on the performance of existing functionalities.
Following these requirements, the software design details are proposed in this chapter.

4.1 Design criteria for EWTeam Web Client
On the EWTeam Web Client, adding the Test Run feature requires modification on the Submission
Pane and the Result Review Pane. In addition to the user interface, the internal API code that
connects the EWTeam Web Client with the PC2 system also needs to be revised.

4.1.1 GUI design for Test Run Submission Pane
First of all, to enable the test run functionality, a “Test Run” button must be added to the submission
pane. As a test run submission is typically made before submitting a formal judge run, the “Test
Run” button should be added above the “Submit Problem” button to remind a team the proper use
of the test run feature.
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The main difference between a test run submission and a judge run submission is that a test data
file must be included if the problem being solved expects user input. The submission pane must
provide an additional file upload field to accommodate this requirement. However, to avoid
confusion during a contest, the test data upload field should only appear when the “Test Run” button
is clicked. Otherwise, a team may misinterpret the purpose of a test data file by thinking that it is
required for all submissions including judge run.
Figure 9 below illustrates the proposed design for the submission pane on the EWTeam Web Client.

Figure 9. Proposed design for EWTeam Web Client Submission Pane
A “Test Run” option is added to the “SUBMIT RUN” pane. The test data file upload field will only
appear when the “Test Run” button is clicked. Meanwhile the “Test Run” button and the “Submit
Problem” button will become disabled. Instead, there will be the “Submit Test Run” and “Cancel”
button. Now the user can open a file dialog to choose a data file created on the local machine that
contains the input for the program. If the program does not require user input, the field can be left
empty. Then a team should have the option to either submit the test run or to cancel and go back to
the previous state, in which the test data file upload field will be set to invisible again by default.
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The PHP scripts running on the web server for the EWTeam Web Client need to be modified to
respond to the newly added Test Run feature. When the “Submit Test Run” button is clicked, the
test run submission that includes a main file and a test data file should be submitted to the PC2
system through PC2 API.

4.1.2 GUI design for the “VIEW TEST RUNS” tab
In the current version of EWTeam Web Client, a team can navigate to the “VIEW RUNS” panel to
view judge run results. There are also other tabs to view clarification results and scoreboard. To
make it clearer for a team to review the test run results, a new tab should be added for test runs. In
this project, only the standard output or standard error output of executing the program is presented
as test run results, but more options can be provided in future developments. Figure 10 below shows
the proposed design for adding a “VIEW TEST RUNS” tab to the client.

Figure 10. The proposed design for adding a “VIEW TEST RUNS” tab
On the “VIEW TEST RUNS” pane, information about the test runs submitted by the current team,
such as Problem, Language, Time, will be displayed in a similar way as the “VIEW RUNS” pane.
The last column in the table is to display Test Run Results of the submitted test runs. When the test
run has not been executed, it will display a message showing “Pending...” When the test run has
been compiled and executed, the standard out and standard error output of the execution will be
presented in this column. The PHP script running behind the “VIEW TEST RUNS” pane should
automatically update the information of a test run submission and its results.
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4.1.3 Revise PC2 API for Test Run feature
The process of forwarding a test run submission to the server is essentially the same as forwarding
a judge run submission, but the mechanism for handling the test run will be different from that for
handling a judge run. The existing PC2 API needs a new set of functions to process a test run
submission from the EWTeam Web Client and transform it into a form that can be accepted by the
PC2 system.
Not only for the submission, but the PC2 API also needs to be modified for retrieving the test run
results. In this project, the standard output and the standard error output need to be collected from
the judge to the server and then forwarded to the team client. The API needs to be modified to
transfer the run result files to EWTeam Web Client properly.

4.2 Design criteria for the PC2 Server
When a test run is submitted to the server, the server needs to add the test run to the contest and
also store its related files properly so that it can be checked out later by a judge to complete the
execution. The design of a test run object is the fundamental step for implementing the Test Run
feature on the PC2 Server. Next is to design an appropriate data structure to store the test run and
its run files in the system.
The packet handling for the transmission of a test run among different modules is another critical
step in the design. The packet factory needs declare a few new packet types to ensure that the
essential objects and information about a test run submission can be properly encapsulated for
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different purposes. Then the packet handler needs to implement new methods for handling these
new packet types.
The PC2 system adopts an event-driven mechanism so that certain classes can respond to an event
without having to explicitly implement a polling method to determine if changes related to test runs
have occurred. For the test run feature, a new TestRunListener interface needs to be introduced into
the system so that a class can define its own implementation of the interface to react to a test run
related event. The Internal Contest will need to maintain a list of test run listeners so that the
relevant classes can be registered to listen for the test run events.

4.2.1 Define a test run object
The design of a test run object should start from the analysis of the existing run object in the PC2
system. If there are alternative ways of defining a test run object, the pros and cons of each option
need to be carefully compared in order to find the best design.

4.2.1.1 Analysis of the existing run object
In the PC2 system, a judge run submission is described by an object type called “Run”. Each run
object contains a set of private attributes such as judgement list, system OS, original elapsed time,
etc. There are setter and getter methods to ensure that callers outside the class can have access to
these attributes when needed. Although a local test run submitted by the Team Application Client
is also treated as a run object, it is not submitted to the server. Therefore, the existing run object in
the PC2 system cannot be used directly to identify a test run object.
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4.2.1.2 Options for defining test run object
Based on the existing run object, there are two options to define a test run object. The first one is
to treat a test run as an instance of the run object. The run object class just needs a flag to indicate
whether this instance is a test run or a judge run. When a test run is submitted to the system, the
flag has to be set internally. Using this design, a test run object can be immediately compatible with
all the existing classes and methods that work with a run object. However, the greatest drawback
is that all these relevant classes and methods need to be modified to differentiate a test run
submission from a judge run submission. Otherwise, when a test run submission is added to the
system, other classes have no way to tell whether the run object is a judge run or a test run without
inspecting the flag. This will generate overhead for the inspection and could lead to unwanted
consequences if the alteration is not done properly. There will be a huge amount of work to
complete the modification needed and can easily introduce bugs that may impact the existing
functionality. Moreover, this definition is not semantically accurate and is not a sustainable
solution. For example, a test run may need a different set of attributes from a judge run, and some
existing methods defined for a judge runs may not apply to a test run. This architecture setup makes
it difficult to implement unique functionality for either test run or judge run.
A better solution is to create a new concrete class to define a test run object. Other classes can easily
make a distinction between a test run object and a judge run object as they have different types.
Nonetheless, a test run clearly shares a lot of common properties with a judge run. To follow the
principles of object oriented design, it is appropriate to introduce abstraction and inheritance in this
scenario. An abstract class should be created to capture all the similarities of a test run and a judge
run. Then each of these object classes extends the abstract class and implements different functions
to accomplish unique functionalities. This design also minimizes the impact on the existing
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functionality for a judge run, which meets the underlying requirement of the project. Therefore, the
project will adopt the second solution proposed.

4.2.2 Test run list
The existing PC2 system uses a RunList class to store and manage a list of JudgeRun objects in the
internal contest. When a judge run is submitted to the system, a judge run object will be added to
the RunList. The RunList will be updated whenever a judge run is checked out or goes through an
operation that will modify its properties.
To implement the Test Run feature, the internal contest must be able to store TestRun objects. One
possible approach is to modify the existing RunList class to accept both TestRun objects and
JudgeRun objects since they both derive from the same abstract class based on the design proposed
in the previous section. A drawback of such approach is that when a judge client retrieves a run
object from the list, it needs to inspect the object first and cast it into the corresponding type. This
not only brings in the risk of runtime error, but also accumulates the overhead for fetching a specific
type of run object. The larger the scale of a contest is held at, the more overhead this could incur.
Although the test run feature is desirable, it should not be implemented at the cost of lower
efficiency of the existing judging process.
A better approach is to design a new data structure, TestRunList, specifically for storing TestRun
objects instead of using the existing RunList class. This can guarantee that all the objects stored in
the list are TestRun and thus the overhead mentioned in the previous approach can be avoided.
Also, TestRunList can be more compact than the existing RunList since some of the operations on
runs only apply to a JudgeRun object. The internal contest will maintain a JudgeRunList object and
a TestRunList object at the same time. A test run will only be added to and checked out from the
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TestRunList. The process of fetching a test run is therefore independent of the process of fetching
a judge run.

4.2.3 Redesign RunFiles class to include test data file
In the current PC2 system, the RunFiles class is used to define the object that contains the main file
and the other files submitted with a judge run. Internally, the files are stored as serialized files. For
a test run submission, the way its main file is stored in the system should be the same as that of a
judge run submission, except that a test run has an additional test data file. Therefore, the existing
RunFiles class, with minor modification, can be a good candidate to accommodate both the main
file and the test data file for a test run submission.
In order to include the additional test data file, a new constructor is needed for constructing the
RunFile object for a test run, as well as new functions for others to access the test data file inside a
RunFile object. When the internal controller creates the RunFiles objects, it will use different
constructors according to the type of submission.

4.2.4 Design new packet types for test run
In PC2, modules communicate with each other via packets. To implement the Test Run feature, a
few new packet types are necessary to ensure the proper transmission of the test run object and its
run files. To begin with, a TESTRUN_SUBMISSION packet is needed to inform the system that a
new test run has been submitted. When a judge needs to check out a test run, it needs to submit a
TESTRUN_REQUEST packet to the server. If the test run is not available, the judge should be
notified by a TESTRUN_NOTAVAILABLE packet.
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Also, with the new packet types added to the system, the corresponding handling methods should
be added to the packet handler. Further details will be presented in the implementation chapter.

4.3 Design criteria for the Judge client
During a contest, each judge client is configured to operate in either Auto-Judging mode or Manual
Judging mode. As explained in Section 3.4, the Test Run feature requires all the test run
submissions to be auto judged and that no manual review should be involved in the process. To
satisfy this requirement, a few changes need to be made to the auto judging process of the Judge
client.

4.3.1 Set up AutoJudge for Test Run
When setting up an auto judge in a contest, the contest administrator needs to specify which
problems are assigned to this judge. For judge run submissions, only the problems with a validator
predefined in the system are available for the auto judge. But for test run submissions, all the
problems are eligible for being auto judged. Therefore, with the Test Run feature, an auto judge
should have two separate lists of problem candidates. One is for the problems available for autojudging judge runs, and the other is for the problems available for auto-judging test runs, namely
all the problems. Internally, the PC2 system should maintain two separate filters in the client
settings to record the choices made for judge run and test run respectively. These filters play a
crucial role in the process of fetching a run for the specific problems. Note that each problem has
to be assigned to at least one auto judge so that its test run submissions can be judged.
In this project, it is preferable that the contest administrator assigns at least one auto judge that is
dedicated to judging the test run submissions. If an auto judge is signed up for judging both judge
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runs and test runs, it will become problematic when a judge run is held up by a long queue of
consecutive test runs, or the other way around. In the future enhancements, more load balancing
options will be provided for the scheduling process of an auto judge.

4.3.2 GUI modification for AutoJudge Settings Pane

Figure 11. Proposed change on Auto Judge Settings pane
Figure 11 is an illustration of the proposed change on the AutoJudge Settings Pane. Two separate
lists of problems are displayed in this pane. The first list shows the problems available for auto
judge run. The second list shows the problems to be auto-judged for test run. Note that in Figure
11, “P3” appears in the “Auto Test Run” listing but not in the “Auto Judge Run” listing. This is
because in the PC2 system, only the problems that have validators defined can be selected for auto
judge run whereas all of the problems, whether or not validators are defined, are eligible for auto
test run. A contest administrator needs to make the choice respectively for judge runs and test runs.
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4.3.3 Compile and execute a test run
Once an auto judge is set up in the contest, it will start monitoring the run submissions in the system.
If an auto judge is signed up for judging test runs, it will need to fetch a test run from the test run
list, which is different from the existing judge run list. Once a qualifying test run is fetched from
the test run list, the auto judge will try to check out the test run from the internal contest. If the
checkout is successful, the auto judge will start the execution process for the test run.
The auto judge will first create an executable object from the run files of the test run submission.
Then the “execute()” function in the Executable class will be invoked. The source code of the
submitted program will be compiled by the compiler preset in the system for the corresponding
language. If the compilation was successful, the program will be executed with the test data file
provided in the submission. All standard output or standard error output during execution will be
collected in this step and eventually forwarded to the team to review. Since a test run’s result does
not have any impact on a team’s score in the contest, there is no need to modify the scoring
algorithm or the Scoreboard module for the test run feature.

4.4 Overview of a test run workflow design
Capturing all the design specifications proposed in the above, Figure 12 is a flowchart to visualize
the workflow of a test run submission. A team submits a test run with its test data file from a
browser using the EWTeam Client. The EWTeam Client then uses a set of APIs to deliver the
submission to the PC2 server. The PC2 server validates the test run submission and adds it to the
system. In the configuration settings, the contest administrator should set up the auto judge for test
runs. Once the auto judge starts monitoring the contest, it will attempt to fetch a test run to judge.
If the server confirms that a test run is available, the auto judge will check out the test run from the
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internal contest and then compile and execute the test run. The standard output and the standard
error of the execution will be collected and submitted to the server as test run results. The auto
judge will loopback to fetch another available test run. The test run results will be delivered to the
EWTeam Client for the team to review on the “VIEW TEST RUNS” pane. The implementation
details of the project will be presented in the following chapter.

Figure 12. The workflow of a test run submission
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Chapter 5
TEST RUN FEATURE IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the Test Run feature requirements and design, the implementation details of the changes
made to the PC2 system and the EWTeam Web Client are documented in this chapter. The
implementation started by defining the essential object types for the test run related activities. An
event-driven mechanism was also established to coordinate the test run related activities among
different object classes. Then starting at the entry point to the server, the implementation focused
on building up the workflow of a complete submission and the fetching and execution process for
test run. New methods and interfaces were added in the PC2 system to handle the Test Run feature.
The PC2 API was also modified to ensure that the EWTeam Web Client can submit test runs to the
PC2 system and retrieve the test run results after execution. Once the back-end architecture was set
up, the implementation moved on to the front-end. The GUI of the EWTeam Web Client was
modified to support the Test Run feature. A few PHP scripts were added to complete the
functionality.

5.1 Define new object types and modified existing object types
5.1.1 AbstractRun, JudgeRun and TestRun
Before any other changes, the “Run” object in the existing PC2 was refactored to “JudgeRun”,
which captured its semantic meaning more accurately and made it easier to differentiate JudgeRun
from TestRun. The next step was to define an abstract class called “AbstractRun” and a concrete
class called “TestRun”.
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When a child class extends from its super class, it has access to the non-private fields and methods
of the super class. By design, the AbstractRun class is the super class of both JudgeRun and
TestRun. It contains the common properties shared by a judge run submission and a test run
submission. Examples of such fields are systemOS, originalElapsedMS, overRideElapsedTimeMS,
along with their corresponding setters and getters methods.
In addition to the common fields and methods, a TestRun object and a JudgeRun object each has
its own constructor and other unique properties. For instance, the enum of RunStates for TestRun
is more compact than that of JudgeRun because a test run’s run states are limited to fewer options.
“INITIAL” describes the initial state of a TestRun object before it is assigned with a real state.
Based on the software design presented in Chapter 4, a test run can be automatically executed by a
computer judge and thus does not need to involve any interaction with a human judge. Therefore,
when a test run object is instantiated by its submitter, its status should be set to
“QUEUED_FOR_COMPUTER_JUDGEMENT”. Unlike a judge run object, the “NEW” status
that requires manual review is not necessary for a test run.
When a computer judge has successfully checked out a test run with the status of
“QUEUED_FOR_COMPUTER_JUDGEMENT” from the internal contest, its run status is updated
to “CHECKED_OUT”. When a test run is in the “CHECKED_OUT” state, other computer judges
will not be able to check out the same test run. After the execution of a test run is completed, its
status is updated to “JUDGED” to indicate that its run results have been generated. Therefore, a
test run’s run states only include “INITIAL”, “QUEUED_FOR_COMPUTER_JUDGEMENT”,
“CHECKEDOUT”, and “JUDGED”. In the future improvement, other run states can be added to
TestRun’s enum list to extend its functionalities.
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Since the run status definitions are different for the JudgeRun class and TestRun class, all the run
status related methods are defined respectively in these two classes. The TestRun class also
overrides the “toString()” method by appending the TestRun's information such as the problem ID
and language ID to a string started with “TestRun”.

5.1.2 TestRunList
Based on the software design, the existing RunList, which was used to store and manage JudgeRun
objects, was renamed to JudgeRunList. A new data structure, TestRunList, was created and
customized for TestRun objects. The TestRunList class is defined to maintain a list of TestRun
objects and support a set of operations to manage the test runs in the list, including the save and
load operation with the disk. Internally, test runs are stored in a hash table in TestRunList.
Similar to the existing JudgeRunList, an instance of TestRunList was instantiated in the internal
contest to store and manage the test runs submitted to the system. When a TestRun object is
accepted by the internal contest, it will be added to the TestRunList. The TestRunList will also be
updated when a TestRun object is checked out or when its execution data is submitted.

5.1.3 RunFiles and RunFilesList
A RunFiles object contains all the files that were submitted with a run. Internally, the files are
stored as instances of SerializedFile. For a test run submission, in addition to the main file of the
program, a test data input file may be submitted by the team. Similar to the main file and other
files, the test data file must be stored in the PC2 system as a SerializedFile. The existing RunFiles
object was modified in the following way to include this additional field.
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A new attribute, testDataFile, was added in the RunFiles class. It is an instance of SerializedFile
with a default value of null. A new constructor was defined to take an additional SerializedFile
parameter and set the testDataFile attribute equal to this parameter. When the internal controller
constructs a RunFiles object for a test run submission, it uses the RunFiles constructor that includes
testDataFile as a parameter. A new method “getTestDataFile()”was added to the RunFiles class.
The method was implemented for other classes to access the test data file when needed. Figure 13
is a screenshot of the new constructor of RunFiles class.

Figure 13. New Constructor of RunFiles
A RunFilesList class is the data structure to store a list of RunFiles object in the PC2 system. The
methods in RunFilesList are modified to be compatible with AbstractRun so that they can be
applied to both JudgeRun and TestRun. There is an existing RunFilesList instance in the internal
contest to store the RunFiles for judge runs, another instance is created to store test runs’ RunFiles.
The two instances of RunFilesList are called judgeRunFilesList and testRunFilesList respectively.
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5.1.4 Define new packet types
A test run’s life cycle involves interaction with different modules, such as team client, judge client,
local server, or even remote servers. The communication among different modules is achieved by
packets. A few new packet types were defined to facilitate the transportation of the TestRun objects
and its related files, such as its RunFiles and RunResultFiles. The purpose and the general use case
of these new packet types are introduced in this section, but the packet handling details will be
presented along with the workflow of test run in a later section.

5.1.4.1 Packets related to a test run submission
TESTRUN_SUBMISSION: This packet contains a test run object and its run files. The packet is
constructed by a team client when a test run submission occurs. Then the packet is sent from the
team client to its local server, in attempt to get the server accept the submission.
TESTRUN_SUBMISSION_CONFIRMATION: This packet contains a test run object that has
been submitted. It is a confirmation from a server in response to a test run submission. Once a local
server accepts a test run submission from a team client, the confirmation packet is constructed and
sent to the team who submitted the test run and other client modules of this site. The receiver of the
confirmation packet will add the test run to the internal contest of the receiving module.
TESTRUN_SUBMISSION_CONFIRMATION_SERVER: If a contest is running with multiple
servers, then when a local server accepts a test run submission, it also needs to send out a
confirmation packet to other servers. When a remote server receives the packet, the test run object
will be added to its internal test run list and a TESTRUN_SUBMISSION_CONFIRMATION
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packet will be constructed and sent to the client modules of its site. This is designed to maintain
the consistency of the global contest state among multiple sites.

5.1.4.2 Packets related to a test run request
TESTRUN_REQUEST: When a judge client requests to check out a test run’s run files from the
server, this TESTRUN_REQUEST packet will be constructed and sent to its local server. This
packet contains a test run object that the judge client is preparing to execute next. It also contains
the identification information about the requester and the server. If the requested test run’s run files
are not on the local server, then the local server will construct another TESTRUN_REQUEST
packet and send it to other servers.
TESTRUN_CHECKOUT: If the requested test run is found on a local server and is available for
check out, a TESTRUN_CHECKOUT packet will be created by the server. The packet consists of
the test run object and its run files. Other information in the packet includes the requester and the
source and destination of the packet. Once the packet is ready, it will be sent to the requester so
that the judge can execute the test run with the run files needed.
TESTRUN_CHECKOUT_NOTIFICATION: This packet contains the checked out test run and the
client ID of the local server. It is a notification sent from the local server to judges and other clients
after a test run has been checked out from the server’s test run list. The receiver of the packet will
update the TestRun in its testRunList with a CHECKED_OUT status and update the
testRunCheckoutList in its internal contest.
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TESTRUN_NOT_AVAILABLE: This is a response to a TESTRUN_REQUEST when the
requested test run is not available for check out. The test run may have been checked out by another
judge or may have already been judged.

5.1.4.3 Packets related to test run result
TESTRUN_RESULTS: This packet contains a test run object and its run result files. When a judge
finishes the execution of a test run submission, it will collect the run results and construct this
packet to send to the server. The server will then process the packet, store the run result files in its
internal contest and forward the TESTRUN_RESULTS packet to the team client which submitted
the test run.
TESTRUN_RESULTS_UPDATES: This packet contains a test run object and the information
about who executed the run. It does not contain the test run result files. It will be sent to other client
modules which do not need a copy of the test run result files. The purpose of the packet is to update
the status of the test run and remove it from the test run check out list.

5.2 Implement the event-driven mechanism for Test Run feature
The existing PC2 system adopts an event-driven mechanism to handle some of the activities
involved with a JudgeRun. The event-driven mechanism can also be applied to certain TestRun
activities to improve the efficiency of the system and stay interactive with the EWTeam Web Client.
To do so, it is necessary to set up an independent event-driven architecture for TestRun aside from
that for JudgeRun in the existing PC2 system such that a TestRun related event will not trigger any
unnecessary reaction from any classes.
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5.2.1 Modified RunEvent
First of all, the existing RunEvent class was modified to work with AbstractRun instead of just
JudgeRun. After the modification, a RunEvent object consists of a run object, either JudgeRun or
TestRun, and its run files and result files if there are any. It also contains an action that describes
its event state. Examples of the action are ADDED, CHANGED, CHECKEDOUT_RUN, etc.
Most TestRun related events can be described using the existing action states. A new action state,
TESTRUN_NOT_AVAILABLE, was added to capture the scenario when a judge requests to check
out a test run but the test run is not available.

5.2.2 Define ITestRunListener interface
The existing PC2 system uses an IRunListener interface to define a set of methods for handling
JudgeRun related events. Many object classes in the PC2 system have their own implementation of
the IRunListener interface. To handle the test run related events, a new interface ITestRunListener
was added to the system. This provides more flexibility for developing the Test Run feature and
also provides better sustainability for future improvements. Otherwise, changing the existing
IRunListener interface will trigger the change in all the implementation classes of the interface.
Therefore, it is a better solution to create an independent interface for Test Run event listeners.
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Figure 14. ITestRunListener Interface
Figure 14 is a screenshot of the ITestRunListener interface. Similar to the IRunListener interface,
ITestRunListener provides a set of method signatures for its implementing classes. Each method
takes a RunEvent as a parameter. The implementing classes define the body of the methods with
the actions that should be taken when a certain run event arises. By implementing the
ITestRunListener, a class can have an event handler to handle the test run related events without
having to poll to determine if changes related to test runs have occurred.
The ITestRunListener interface provides the following method signatures: “testRunAdded()”,
“testRunChanged()”, “testRunRemoved()”, “refreshTestRuns()”. The testRunAdded()” method
defines the reaction to a RunEvent of a newly added TestRun. The “testRunChanged()” method
defines the reaction to change in a TestRun object. It can be invoked in multiple scenarios. For
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example, when a TestRun is checked out from the server, a RunEvent will be fired for its status
update. Another scenario is when a TestRun has been executed and the run result file is added to
the internal contest, “testRunChanged()” will also be invoked. The “testRunRemoved()” and the
“refreshTestRuns()” method are related to the cleanup or reset process of the PC2 system.

5.2.3 TestRunListenerList and fireTestRunListener method
The internal contest maintains a list of TestRunListener elements. The list is instantiated as
“testRunListenerList”. To be responsive to certain TestRun related events, a class implements the
ITestRunListener interface and adds itself to the TestRunListener list. In this way, the listeners for
TestRun events are separated from the listeners for JudgeRun events. A TestRun related event will
have no impact on the judge run listener classes.
Typically when a RunEvent object for a TestRun related activity is constructed, the
“fireTestRunListener()” method will be called. The naming of the “fireTestRunListener()” method
follows the naming convention in the existing PC2 system but what the method really does is to
fire test run related events. The “fireTestRunListener()” method will iterate through the
TestRunListener list to notify each implementing class in the list that the test run related event
occurred. The detailed implementation of these classes will be described later in the complete flow
of the Test Run feature.

5.3 Back-end implementation for test run submission
This section documents the back-end implementation for a test run submission. The entry point is
the “submitTestRun()” method in the internal controller.
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5.3.1 Submit TestRun
The “submitTestRun()” method was implemented in the internal controller. The method is invoked
when a team client wishes to submit a test run to the PC2 server. Inside this method, a TestRun
object will be created on the team client side with the team’s client ID and the selected language
and problem. A RunFiles object is then constructed to contain the TestRun object, the main file,
and the test data input file uploaded by the team. Next, the TestRun object and the RunFiles object
are encapsulated in a TESTRUN_SUBMISSION packet, which was introduced in a previous
section. The packet is then sent from the team client to the local server.

5.3.2 Accept TestRun
When the server receives a TESTRUN_SUBMISSION packet, the “RunSubmission()” method will
be called. The method was implemented in the PacketHandler class to handle both
TESTRUN_SUBMISSION packets and JUDGERUN_SUBMISSION packets. It uses a switch
statement to differentiate the two packet types. It extracts a submitted run and a set of properties
from

the

packet

and

casts

them

into

the

corresponding

object

types.

For

a

TESTRUN_SUBMISSION packet, the submitted run is cast into a TestRun object. The
“RunSubmission” method then checks whether the contest is still in active state. If the contest
already ended or the contest clock is not running, the submitted run will be deleted from the system.
After the preliminary checking is passed, the server will accept the test run and add it to the test
run list in the internal contest. The RunFiles submitted with the TestRun will be added to the test
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run files list. A RunEvent regarding the newly added test run will be fired and the test run listeners
that were registered in the testRunListenerList will be notified.
At the same time, the server also creates a TESTRUN_SUBMISSION_CONFIRMATION packet
and sends it to the team who submitted the run to confirm that the TestRun object is accepted and
added to the system. The confirmation packet will also be sent to Judges and other client modules.
If there are multiple servers running in the contest, then the local server will also send out a
TESTRUN_SUBMISSION_CONFIRMATION_SERVER packet to the remote servers. When the
confirmation packet is received, each module will also add the TestRun object to its internal contest
and fire the RunEvent for the added TestRun. Then the classes registered in the listener list in the
internal contest will react to the event according to their corresponding implementation of the
TestRunListener interface.

5.4 Back-end implementation for test run execution
This section describes the changes made for an AutoJudge to properly check out a TestRun from
the server and then execute it. It also documents how the execution result data is collected and
submitted to the server.

5.4.1 Add TestRun filter
Before making changes in the judge module, a new filter was added in the ClientSettings class to
record the problems for which the current judge client was assigned to execute test runs. The filter
was defined as a private attribute in the ClientSettings. It can be set by a contest administrator on
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the AutoJudge settings pane. An AutoJudge uses this testRunFilter to choose the next test run to
execute from all the test runs that are queued for the computer judgement.

5.4.2 Determine the next test run to execute
In the existing PC2 system, the judge module uses the AutoJudgingMonitor class to implement the
auto judging functionality. Once the auto judging mode is enabled, the monitor starts a control loop
to actively poll from the queue of JudgeRuns that are waiting for the computer judgement.
To implement the test run feature, the control loop in the AutoJudgingMonitor was modified to
also actively monitor for test runs in the “QUEUED_FOR_COMPUTER_JUDGEMENT” state. If
the monitor finds a test run that matches the testRunFilter and is available to be checked out, this
test run will become the target to execute next. Although the polling method here works well with
the existing PC2 system, it is not the most efficient way to fetch a TestRun. Chapter 7 will discuss
about room for future improvement in the AutoJudgingMonitor class.

5.4.3 Check out a test run from the server
In order to construct an executable object for the target TestRun, an AutoJudge needs to access the
TestRun’s run files that have been stored on the server. To do so, the AutoJudge sends a
TESTRUN_REQUEST packet to the server to request the target TestRun’s run files.
When a server receives the TESTRUN_REQUEST packet, it will search for the target test run in
its testRunList and check if the requested run is available for check out. If the run is available, its
element ID and the requester’s client ID will be put into a testRunCheckOutList. The
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testRunCheckOutList is a hash table declared in the internal contest to keep track of the identity of
the judges who checked out a test run.
The target TestRun’s runState is then set to CHECKED_OUT and a run event of this test run being
checked out by a judge client will be fired through the “fireTestRunListener()” method. The server
then constructs a TESTRUN_CHECKOUT_NOTIFICATION packet and sends it to the judge who
requested it. Inside the packet there is a target TestRun and its run files. Once a judge receives the
packet, the TestRun object and its run files will be extracted and prepared for the execution.
Synchronization is enforced for the fetching and execution process among different threads.

5.4.4 Compile and execute the test run
After an AutoJudge has successfully checked out a TestRun from the server, it needs to create an
executable object to proceed to the execution. The Executable class was modified to accept a
TestRun object and its run files in its constructor. The AutoJudge then creates an Executable for
the TestRun and invokes the “execute()” method on the Executable.
The “execute()” function was revised to identify a new type of submission: a test run submitted
from the EWTeam Web Client. The compilation process for a test run is the same as that for a judge
run. If there are any compilation errors, the compiler error output will be written into the execution
data and the execution will be skipped. If the compilation succeeds, the “executeProgram()” method
will be called to execute the compiled program.
If the program requires input, a data file must be provided to ensure the execution can be carried
out properly. For the case of a test run submission, a test data input file must be included in its run
files. Otherwise, the execution will be terminated with an exception along with an error message
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indicating the failure of creating a test data file. If a test data input file is created successfully, it
will be read into the program as standard input during execution. If a program does not require
input, this step will be skipped.
The program will then be executed with the command line preset for the corresponding language.
The standard output of the execution and the standard errors, if any, will be written to the execution
data. In this version of TestRun feature, the standard output and standard errors are presented as
the test run results. In the future, more options for presenting the test run results can be developed
and provide more flexibility on designing a test run program.

5.4.5 Handling test run results
When the execution is complete, the “execute()” method returns to the AutoJudgingMonitor. A
RunResultFiles object is constructed with the execution output generated during the compilation
and execution process. The “submitTestRunResults()” method was implemented in the internal
controller for a judge module to submit the results to the server. It creates a TESTRUN_RESULTS
packet which contains the client Id of the judge, the TestRun object and its RunResultFiles. The
packet is then sent to the local server.
When a local server receives a TESTRUN_RESULTS packet, the “handleTestRunResults()”
method in the PacketHandler class is invoked. The method first checks whether the test run belongs
to the current site; if not the packet will simply be forwarded to remote servers. If the test run is
from the current site, then the server will invoke the “addTestRunResults()” method in the internal
contest. The “addTestRunResults()” method is critical in handling the test run results. It updates
the status of the test run from “CHECKED_OUT” to “JUDGED” in its testRunList. It removes the
Judge’s ID from the testRunCheckOutList. It adds the RunResultFiles to a hash table that uses the
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test run’s element ID as the key for efficient look up and retrieval. Lastly, it fires a RunEvent about
the test run’s status change. Since the results of a test run submission do not have any impact on a
team’s score in the contest, there is no need to update the standing of a team when a test run is
executed. The ranking of a team on the Scoreboard will not be affected by test runs.
When the “addTestRunResults()” method completes its tasks, it returns to the PacketHandler as the
server still needs to send a TESTRUN_RESULTS packet to the team who submitted the test run so
that the team has access to the run result file. The server also needs to send a
TESTRUN_RESULTS_UPDATE packet to other client modules about the status updates of the
test run.
For the team client who submitted the test run, when it receives a TESTRUN_RESULTS packet,
it also calls the “addTestRunResults()” method to complete all the status updates and add the run
result file in its internal contest as mentioned in above. Then the test run results will be displayed
in the EWTeam Web Client.

5.5 Modification of PC2 API
PC2 API is the tool that connects the PC2 system and the EWTeam Web Client. To complete the
TestRun feature for the EWTeam Web Client, the PC2 API was modified to provide the adequate
interface for the two systems to communicate with each other and handle the file transmission
properly.
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5.5.1 TestRunImplementation
The IRun interface in the PC2 API is a set of methods related to a run object in PC2. To implement
the TestRun feature, a TestRunImplementation class was created to define its own implementation
of the IRun interface for test run. Each TestRunImplementation instance represents a specific
TestRun object in the API view. Besides the methods implemented from IRun interface, the
TestRunImplementation class also contains a set of attributes to store the information about the test
run object, such as the submitter, the target problem and language, the run files, and the test run
results.
The test run results are stored in the TestRunImplementation class in the form of a string attribute.
The attribute is called “results”. Its default value is an empty string. Its value will be updated when
the execution output of a test run has been submitted to the internal contest. If the result file
indicates that the compilation failed, “results” will be set to “Compilation Error.” If the compilation
did not fail, but the execution did not generate any standard output or standard error, then the
“results” will be set to “Test run did not generate any output.” This helps to differentiate an executed
test run without output from the test run that has not yet been executed. In other cases, “results”
will be set to a new string represented by a string buffer that reads from the standard output and the
standard error, if any.

5.5.2 Contest class
The Contest class implements the IContest interface, which provides a set of methods to access the
current contest information. A Contest object is instantiated with an internal contest and an internal
controller. It presents the contest to a client who connected to a PC2 server through PC2 API and
helps retrieve the requested information from the contest.
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To implement the TestRun feature, a few new methods and attributes were added to the Contest
class. The “getTestRuns()” method was implemented to retrieve a list of TestRun objects stored in
the testRunList in the internal contest. In this method, each TestRun object is used to construct a
TestRunImplementation object described in the previous section. The method returns an array of
TestRunImplementation to the caller. Another method “getTestRun()” was defined for the use case
when the caller requests for a specific test run. It takes a run number as parameter to identify the
target test run.

5.5.3 TestRunListenerList
TestRunListenerList is a new data structure implemented to store a list of RunEventListeners in the
Contest class. An instance of TestRunListenerList was instantiated in the Contest class as a new
attribute. The “addTestRunListener()” and “removeTestRunListener()” method were added to the
Contest class to manage the elements in the testRunListenerList.
TestRunListenerList has its own implementation of ITestRunListener interface. When a Contest
class is instantiated, the testRunListenerList adds itself to the list of test run listeners in the internal
contest that the Contest class is representing. When a test run related RunEvent is fired in the
internal contest, this testRunListenerList is among the elements that will be notified. Then each
RunEventListener implementing class in this testRunListenerList will react correspondingly. The
testRunListenerList serves as the channel to propagate the effect of a test run related RunEvent
from the PC2 system to the EWTeam Web Client through PC2 API.
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5.5.4 ServerConnection
The ServerConnection class represents a connection to a PC2 server through the API. When a
ServerConnection is successfully established, a Contest object will be created for the client to
obtain the current contest information. The existing ServerConnection also handles the submission
of judge run and clarification requests from client to server. Similarly, a “submitTestRun()” method
was implemented in the ServerConnection to handle the submission of test run.
The “submitTestRun()” method first checks whether the user is actively logged in and is allowed
to submit a test run. Then it verifies that the uploaded main file and test data file exist. It also creates
the Problem object and the Language object for this submission from its corresponding API
representation. Finally it invokes the “submitTestRun()” method in the internal controller, reaching
the entry point to the PC2 system described in Section 5.3.1. The test run submission is submitted
to the server from this point.

5.5.5 ServerInterface and TeamData
Strictly speaking, the ServerInterface class and the TeamData class are not part of the PC2 API,
but they are essential for maintaining the interaction between the EWTeam Web Client and the PC2
system. The ServerInterface is a singleton instance that enables the PHP scripts on the web server
to communicate with the PC2 system. It manages a set of ServerConnections representing the
clients that are connected to the PC2 server through the API.
When a team client logins from the EWTeam Web Client, the login.php script invokes the “login()”
method in the ServerInterface to establish the server connection and obtain the contest information.
To implement the TestRun feature, the “login()” method was modified to include an extra step to
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add its implementation of IRunEventListener to the contest’s TestRunListenerList introduced
earlier in Section 5.5.3. In this way, when a test run related event arises, the EWTeam Client will
react according to its implementation of the IRunEventListener interface.
The TeamData class contains a few linked lists for storing a team’s outgoing submissions as well
as the incoming answers temporarily. It serves as an intermediary to trigger certain events in the
browser. The use of TeamData will be further explained in the following section with the PHP
scripts. To implement the test run feature, a new linked list was added to store the test run
submissions and another linked list was added for the incoming test run results.

5.6 Implementation on EWTeam Web Client
After the back-end structure had been set up for handling a test run, the EWTeam Web Client GUI
was modified to enable a user to submit a test run and view the test run results through a browser.
Lastly, the PHP scripts on the web server were modified to connect the front-end and the back-end
implementations to complete a functioning test run feature.
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5.6.1 Run Submission pane
Based on the software design, a “Test Run” button was added above the “Submit Program” button.
Figure 15 is a screenshot of the Run Submission pane’s default state after the modification.

Figure 15. Run Submission pane in default state
When the “Test Run” button is clicked, a test data file upload field will appear. At the same time,
the “Test Run” button and the “Submit Program” button will be disabled and be replaced by a
“Submit Test Run” and a “Cancel” button. This design helps to prevent a team from accidentally
clicking on the “Submit Program” button when the submission was intended for test run. Figure 16
is an illustration of the Run Submission pane after the “Test Run” button is clicked.

Figure 16. Run Submission pane in Test Run state
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For a test run submission, the Problem, Language, Main files are all required field. The Test Data
File is optional at submission, but is required for proper execution if the program does expect input.
In this case, the test run can still be submitted without a test data file, but it will not be executed
correctly.
When all the required fields are filled out, a team can click on the “Submit Test Run” button to
submit the test run to the PC2 server. During the submission, the “Submit Test Run” button will be
temporarily disabled and showing “Submitting Test Run” instead. When the submission completes,
the submission pane will be set to its default state again. If the team does not want to submit the
test run, simply clicking on the “Cancel” button will also take the submission pane back to its
default state.

5.6.2 SubmitTestRun.php
Internally, clicking on the “Submit Test Run” button invokes the “sendTestRun()” method in
iSubmit.php. The method uses jQuery AJAX to collect user inputs from the browser and then direct
the submission request to submitTestRun.php.
SubmitTestRun.php is a new PHP script added to the EWTeam Web Client. The script first
performs a few security checks before submitting the test run. It verifies that the client is still
actively logged in and the contest is still running. It also makes sure all the required fields are filled
out and the size of the uploaded files does not exceed the limit of 512KB.
If a submission passes all the preliminary checking, its client ID, target problem, selected language,
the uploaded main file and test data file will be passed in to the “submitTestRun()” function in the
ServerInterface class. The ServerInterface will then submit the test run to the internal contest
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through the ServerConnection, which will lead to the entry point to the PC2 system. Then the
remainder of the submission process is as described in Section 5.3.1.

5.6.3 VerifyTestRunSubmission.php
Section 5.6.1 has described that the submission pane will be set to default state when the submission
completes. To get the signal of the completion, the verifyTestRunSubmission.php is executed to
invoke the “testRunSubmitOccurred()” method in the ServerInterface to check whether a
submission has been accepted by the PC2 server.
Once a test run submission is added to the server, a RunEvent will be fired and the ServerInterface
will be notified because it has been registered in the testRunListenerList of the internal contest. The
ServerInterface then adds the test run into the linked list of test run submissions in the team’s
TeamData.
When the “testRunSubmitOccurred()” method is called, it checks the test run submission list in the
TeamData. An empty list indicates that a submission did not occur or has not been added to the
server yet. If the list is not empty, the test run submission will be popped from the list and the team
client will get the signal that a test run submission is complete.

5.6.4 View Test Run pane and the IViewTestRun.php
Based on the software design, a View Test Runs pane is added to present all the submitted test runs
and their execution result for a team. Figure 17 is a screenshot of the newly implemented View
Test Runs pane.
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Figure 17. View Test Runs Pane
As shown in the figure, the information on this pane includes the site number, Test Run ID, the
target problem, the selected language, submission time and the test run results. The refresh button
in the upper-right corner will force a reload of the current pane when it is clicked.
Internally, the content of the View Test Run pane is populated automatically by running the
iViewTestRun.php script. In iViewTestRun.php, the “getTestRun()” method in ServerInterface is
invoked. The method retrieves the TestRun objects from the testRunList in internal contest of the
server and creates a TestRunImplementation object for each test run object. The
TestRunImplementation class provides a set of getter methods to access the information about the
test run. The information is then filled into its corresponding cell in the pane.
When a test run is submitted but has not been executed by a judge, its test run result will be showing
a “Pending…” status. When the execution is complete, the test run results will be updated to show
its execution results.

5.6.5 The getTestRuns.php
Not only does the run result get updated on the View Test Run pane; a team will also be notified
by a small pop-up dialog when a test run’s result is first available. Figure 18 is a sample notification
that will appear in a team’s browser when a test run has been executed.
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Figure 18. Notification of TestRun Executed
This is achieved by actively running the getTestRuns.php script in the team client. The mechanism
for getting the notification is similar to the one described in getting the signal of a complete test
run submission. When the test run result is added to the internal contest, a RunEvent will be fired
and the ServerInterface will be notified. The team client can then retrieve the newly added test run
result and generate the notification dialog.
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Chapter 6
TESTING THE IMPLEMENTATION

While working on the back-end implementation, JUnit testing was used to test the new
functionalities added to the PC2 system for the test run feature. When the front-end implementation
was also complete, the Test Run feature was tested with a simulated programming contest and a
few sample programs.

6.1 JUnit testing
As the implementation started from the back-end, the newly added functions and classes were tested
by JUnit tests to verify the functionalities worked in the intended way.
When the TestRun related classes were created, a JUnit test was designed to check whether a
TestRun object and its run files can be properly instantiated and added to the test run list and the
test run files list in the internal contest. Later, each test run related activity was also tested with
JUnit tests. These activities included submitting a TestRun object to the internal contest, checking
out a test run from the contest, executing a test run and submitting test run results. When the PC2
API was revised for handling test runs, a JUnit test was used for testing a test run submission from
the ServerConnection. The JUnit tests proved that with the back-end implementation, the PC2
system was capable of handling and processing test runs, and it was ready to be connected with the
front-end implementation to complete the Test Run feature.
In addition to test the new functionalities, JUnit tests were also used for regression testing. In the
current distribution of the PC2 system, there are a set of JUnit tests designed for testing the existing
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functionalities, such as the handling process of a judge run submission. Before implementing the
Test Run feature, there were no errors when running all the existing JUnit tests. After the
implementation, the whole set of JUnit tests still passed without error, proving that the newly
implemented Test Run feature did not impact the existing functionalities.

6.2 Setting up a programming contest
A simulated programming contest environment was set up for testing the Test Run feature. A single
PC2 server was running for the contest. A PC2 administrator was connected to the server and used
for generating accounts and configuring the contest settings. The PC2 administrator created a few
team accounts and judge accounts for testing purposes. Note that a “scoreboard2” account must
also be created in order to use EWTeam Web Client with PC2.
The PC2 administrator added two problems in the contest. Problem 1 was called “P1_HelloWorld”.
It asked contestants to design a program that prints the message “Hello World.” to standard output.
The program did not require any user input. Problem 2 was called “P2_Sumit”. The program was
expected to read a set of integers as input and print out a message with the sum of these integers.
Problem 2 was configured to read data from the standard input during execution.
After the problems were added, the Judge1 account was configured to enable auto judging. It was
signed up for auto judging the test run for both Problem 1 and Problem 2. The administrator also
added a list of languages that can be compiled and executed by the judge modules. For testing
purposes, the list included four languages that are commonly used in a programming contest: Java,
Python, C and C++.
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The web server was also set up for hosting the EWTeam Web Client. The Java Bridge was
established to connect the EWTeam Web Client with the PC2 server. Then a team could join the
contest by using a browser with the URL address directing the service to the web server on which
the EWTeam Web Client is running. When all the configuration was complete, the PC2
administrator started the contest clock for the testing.

6.3 Testing without input data
6.3.1 Simple “HelloWorld” Java program
Team1 was logged in to the EWTeam Web Client to perform the test through a browser. The first
testing case used a simple “HelloWorld” Java program. It was expected to print out a “Hello Word.”
message when executed. The program did not require any output thus the test data field was left
empty on the submission pane. Seconds after submitting the test run, the “TestRun Executed”
notification came in and showed the “HelloWorld.” message as expected. Figure 19 is a screenshot
showing the notification popped up in the browser.

Figure 19. “TestRun Executed” notification
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Figure 20 below is the log information of the JavaBridge that was running to support the network
communication between the EWTeam Web Client and the PC2 server.

Figure 20. JavaBridge log record for a test run submission
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TESTRUN_SUBMISSION_CONFIRM packet from the server indicating that the test run
submission had been accepted by the server. The next packet received was the
TESTRUN_CHECKOUT_NOTIFICATION. It showed that Judge1 had checked out the test run
from the Server0. Then the TESTRUN_RESULTS packet came in. The packet signified that the
execution of the test run was complete and the test run results was transferred to the team client.

6.3.2 “HelloWorld” in multiple languages
Team1 continued to submit a few more “HelloWorld” programs. The programs were written in
different languages that were allowed in the contest. The print statement in each program was
modified to indicate the language that it was written in. This was designed to test whether the
executable class can correctly compile and execute a test run submission with its corresponding
language.
All of the test run submissions were compiled and executed properly. The test run results came out
as expected, as shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Test run results for “HelloWorld” in multiple languages

6.4 Testing with input data
In this sample contest, Problem2 was configured to read data from standard input during execution.
To solve the problem, Team1 wrote a program that read integers line by line from the standard
input and then summed up all the integers.
When Team1 submitted the program for a test run, it also uploaded a test data file that contained
integer 50 and 25. The test run result came out correctly as it showed the sum was 75. Next, Team1
submitted another test run with the test data file changed to 50, 25, and 12. The result of the second
time was also correct as it showed the sum was 87. Figure 22 shows the two test run submissions
with different test data files.

Figure 22. Test run with test input data file
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6.5 Testing for error handling
6.5.1 Absence of test data file when required
In this project, the test data upload field is optional at submission. If the target problem does require
input but a test data file is not present in a test run submission, the submission will still be accepted
by the server but will not be executed properly.
Team1 tried another test run submission with the same program used previously for Problem2, but
a test data file was not included this time. After the submission, the test run result came back with
a message “Test run compiled but execution failed.” This proved that the PC2 system properly
handles the lack of a data file by catching the fact that the program failed during execution. Figure
23 is a screenshot of the message.

Figure 23. Test run missing the test data file

6.5.2 Compilation Error
In this test, Team1 removed a semicolon at the end of the print statement in the “HelloWorld.java”
file, leaving the program with a syntax error that would cause the compilation to fail. This was to
test whether the EWTeam Web Client can present the test run results properly when there were
errors during the compilation process. After Team1 submitted this program with syntax error, the
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result came back showing the message of “Compilation Error.” as expected. Figure 24 displays the
information for this test run submission.

Figure 24. Test run with compilation error.

6.5.3 No output generated
Sometimes a program is compiled and executed successfully, but it does not generate any output
due to its programming design. In this scenario, it will be more helpful to provide a message
describing the situation rather than just displaying an empty string as the test run result.
To test for this scenario, Team1 simply commented out the print statement in the
“HelloWorld.java” file that was used for the previous tests. A test run submission was made with
this program and it was expected not to generate any output. Below is a figure showing that the test
run result came back with the message “Test run did not generate any output.”

Figure 25. Test run did not generate any output
With all the testing presented in this chapter, the implementation of Test Run feature proves to be
complete according to the software requirements and designs.
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Chapter 7
FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

This chapter proposes a few enhancements that are beyond the scope of this project, but could be
implemented on the basis of the current implementation of the Test Run feature. These
enhancements aim at providing better user experience and improving the system performance.

7.1 Enhancements on testing
The project has been tested with a simulated programming contest running on a single server. Due
to the limitation of the available resources in this project, the testing was not conducted in multiple
sites. In the future development, before including the test run feature in a public release, the feature
needs to be tested in a multi-site environment.
Moreover, the testing can be more robust by including more scenarios that could arise during a real
programming contest. Both test run submissions and judge run submissions should be included in
the test to verify that implementing the new test run feature does not affect the system performance
on handling judge run. The regression testing should be enhanced to eliminate any potential adverse
impact on the existing functionality brought by the newly implemented feature.
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7.2 Enhancements on EWTeam Web Client
7.2.1 Presentation of Test Run Results
In this project, the standard output and the standard error output of executing a test run is collected
as test run results. The results are displayed in a table on the “View Test Runs Pane”. This is
designed to provide convenience for a team to review the output for all test runs and make it easy
to compare the results. However, if the output gets too long, the table will be imbalanced and the
presentation will become inelegant.
A proposed improvement is to provide a link to an output file instead of directly presenting the
output in the table. A team can retrieve the test run result by clicking on the link. In this way, the
table cells for test run result will have a uniform size regardless of the length of the output.
The challenge is to design a proper data structure that can store the test run results and is efficient
for retrieving the data. The PHP scripts also need to be revised to facilitate the interaction between
a team user and the browser.

7.2.2 Prevent invalid test run submission
In this project, a test run submission without a test data file will always be accepted by the server.
But if the target program does require an input file while the input file is not included in the test
run submission, the execution will fail. The error handling method in PC2 will catch the exception
that the input file is missing and the result will indicate that the program compiled successfully but
an error happened during execution.
A potential enhancement is to impose an additional requirement for problems that require input.
The requirement is that a team must include a test data file at test run submission for those problems.
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Otherwise, the test run submission will be considered as an invalid submission and will be denied
for submitting to the server.
Compared to the current implementation, the new requirement could save a team the time waiting
for the result of a test run that will fail during execution due to a missing test data file. At the same
time, the system performance can be improved as the PC2 server module and the judge module no
longer need to handle such a test run submission.
This enhancement should be implemented in the front-end by rejecting the invalid test run
submission. Another benefit for making such a change in the front-end is that it can also relieve the
burden of communication between the EWTeam Web Client and the PC2 server using the
JavaBridge.

7.2.3 Enhancement on error handling
In the current project, if a test run is compiled successfully but an error occurs during the execution,
the test run result will be a message stating that “Test run compiled but execution failed.” The
message does not explicitly indicate what kind of error it was. It will be more useful if the message
also contains the description of the exception, such as “FileNotFoundException”, “IOException”,
etc. The error handling methods in PC2 will need to be modified to propagate the error messages
through the execution process of a test run.

7.3 Enhancement on the Application Team Client
As described in Section 1.3 and 1.4, the Application Team Client is a standard application interface
in the PC2 system for a team to participate in a contest. The application must be installed and
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configured on every team machines. Additionally, to support the local test run feature that utilizes
a local machine to compile and execute the program, the compilers for all the supported languages
must also be installed on each machine.
A potential enhancement is to apply the server-based test run feature to the Application Team Client
with adequate modifications. With this enhancement, the Application Team Client would have the
option to use this new server-based Test Run feature, then the contest administrator would no longer
have to install all the compilers on team machines. It could save a significant amount of work for
contest administrator to set up the Application Team Client, especially when the contest supports
a wide range of languages.

7.4 Enhancements on Judge Module
7.4.1 Changing the control loop to be event-driven
In the current project, an auto judge is actively monitoring the test run list by using a control loop.
This can guarantee that the all the available test runs in the system will be executed by the auto
judge one by one. However, the actively running loop is taking up resources even when there is no
run to judge in the system. An optimization of the process is to change from using the control loop
to an event-driven mechanism.
The underlying challenge is that when a run event is fired, the auto judge has to respond
immediately. If the auto judge is not available for judging at the moment, then the run event will
be missed and the test run will not be executed. In order to avoid this situation, a new data structure
has to be implemented to store test runs that are waiting to be executed. In addition, a mechanism
to notify the auto judge should also be implemented.
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7.4.2 Load balance strategy between test runs and judge runs
In the current implementation of the Test Run feature, if an auto judge is assigned to judge both
test runs and judge runs, it will be alternating between the two types of run submissions. A more
robust solution would be to implement a load balance strategy between the queue of test runs and
the queue of judge runs.
A set of potential load balance options can be “Favor Test Runs”, “Favor Judge Runs”, and
“Balanced”. The “Balanced” option would be the default load balance strategy, which is also the
strategy adopted in the current project. “Favor Test Runs” gives higher priority to test run
submissions. With the “Favor Test Runs” option selected, an AutoJudge will always execute a test
run first as long as the queue of test runs is not empty. A judge run submission will only be judged
by this AutoJudge when all the test runs in queue have been executed. “Favor Judge Runs” is the
opposite, giving higher priority to judge run submissions instead.
To provide even more flexibility, another option can be “Balanced with conditions”. This strategy
allows the administrator to set up a specific upper bound and lower bound for the number of
submissions waiting in a queue. It uses “Balanced” strategy by default, but the strategy will be
changed automatically when triggered by certain conditions.
For example, suppose that an administrator set up the upper bound for judge run to be 10 and the
lower bound to be 3, then if the number of judge run submissions in the queue reaches ten, the auto
judge should switch its load balance strategy from “Balanced” to be “Favor Judge Runs”. When
the judge run submissions in queue drops to three, then the load balance strategy will be switched
back to “Balanced” again. There are a lot of other scheduling algorithms that can be adopted as the
load balance strategy as well.
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The load balance options should be able to be configured by the contest administrator. It would be
a configuration setting applied to an AutoJudge, thus it should be added to the auto judge settings
pane in the Admin module. Note that each AutoJudge would have its own load balance strategy.
Therefore the setting should be associated with each Judge account.

7.4.3 Manual review for test run
In the current project, all test run submissions are designed to be executed by an auto judge. This
is a reasonable design and the explanations were given in previous chapters. However, there still
exist scenarios that a user of the PC2 system does not want to set up an auto judge and instead,
prefers to manually review and execute test run submissions.
To support this use case, the test run feature would have to be revised to allow the option of manual
review. In the current implementation, a test run submission is assigned with the status of
“QUEUED_FOR_COMPUTER_JUDGEMENT” when it is submitted to the system. If manual
review is allowed, then the test run status of “MANUAL_REVIEW” has to be added to the enum
of its run states. Then the judge module also needs to be revised to support the manual check out
of test runs and the manual submission of test run results.

7.5 Extend the use cases of test run
In the current project, a test run submission is defined to be a run submitted by a team in order to
test the program in the environment that a judge is using. The test run is executed with the test data
submitted by the team and the standard output and standard error is presented as test run results. In
the future, the use cases of test run can be extended in the following ways.
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7.5.1 Execute test run against Judge’s data
Sometimes a test run execution fails not because the program is incorrect but because of an error
in the user-supplied test run data file. If the data file is written incorrectly then the program will be
compiled but will not execute properly. A team will need to spend time debugging the test data file
in order to test their program, even though a test run is not counted towards the scores.
A solution that can reduce the burden on a team is to allow the test run to be executed against data
provided by a judge. The data can be a basic sample dataset that is preset by a judge. Or a judge
can simply select a subset of the formal judging data from among all the test cases.
Details of the implementation should be carefully discussed. The key concept is trying to be helpful
for a team but not to expose too much information of the secret judging data. For example, instead
of presenting the standard output as test run results, the EWTeam Web Client can just present a
message indicating whether the execution is successful or not in this case.

7.5.2 Execute Judge’s sample program against test data file
In the current project, the test run result does not explicitly indicate the correctness of the program.
The contestants will need to figure out the implication behind the results by themselves. The
proposed enhancement in this section is to offer more guidance for contestant’s use of the test run
result by executing the Judge’s solution program against the user-submitted test data file.
During configuration, a judge can upload a solution to the PC2 system. When a team submits a test
run with a test data file, both the team’s test program and the judge’s sample program will be
executed against the test data file uploaded by the team. After the execution, the output of the
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team’s submitted program will still be presented as the “Test Run Result”, and the output of the
judge’s sample program will be presented as the “Expected Result”. In this way, a team can simply
compare the “Test Run Result” to the “Expected Result” and determine whether the program is
working correctly with respect to the submitted test data file.
This use case could be greatly beneficial for the less experienced contestants. For example, if PC2
is used for a programming contest held at a middle school or primary school, the contest
administrator will tend to provide more assistance for the contestants by using this test run feature.
Therefore the enhancement will extend the flexibility and usability of the PC2 system.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSION

8.1 Overview of the project
PC2 is a programming control system that is widely used for conducting programming contests.
The EWTeam Web Client is a web-based interface of the team client in the PC2 system. It allows
a team to connect with the PC2 server and participate in the contest through a browser. While the
web version of team client brought great convenience for contest organizers, it was missing the
Test Run feature that a local Team Application could offer.
Therefore, this project was initiated to complete the missing functionality for the PC2 web version.
The project started with a comprehensive analysis of the existing PC2 architecture. The MVC
pattern adopted by the PC2 system is crucial for understanding the workflow of a formal judge run
submission and planning for the test run implementation. Based on the analysis, the server, the
team module, and the judge module were identified as the essential components for handling and
processing a test run submission. The software requirements were elaborated from these three main
perspectives. Then the design criteria of the Test Run feature was proposed to satisfy all the
requirements described.
The implementation of the Test Run feature started from the back-end development on the PC2
system. The definition of a TestRun object was introduced into the system by the TestRun class.
Abstraction was applied to capture the common properties of a TestRun and a JudgeRun to
minimize redundancy. A new data structure was defined in the internal contest to store and manage
TestRun objects. A set of new classes and methods was implemented to handle a test run throughout
its life cycle. With these modifications, a test run submission can be submitted to the PC2 server
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and then can be checked out and executed by a PC2 auto judge. Its test run results of the execution
can be submitted and stored on the server, and eventually forwarded to the team client who
submitted the test run. An event-driven mechanism was set up for the test run related events so that
the classes registered in the test run event listener list can react to the event automatically without
explicit invocation.
Next, the PC2 API that connects the EWTeam Web Client and the server was modified to assist
the communication between the two modules. After the implementation, the PC2 API provides a
set of methods that can be used to retrieve the properties of a TestRun object. All the back-end
development was written in Java.
When the back-end implementation was complete, the web-based interface was modified to
facilitate the Test Run functionality and connected with the PC2 server. The front-end development
involves the use of HTML, CSS, JavaScript and PHP scripts. The submission pane was modified
to enable the submission of a test run, including its test data file. The “View Test Runs” pane was
added for a team client to review the information and the execution results of the submitted test
runs.
The implementation was tested by JUnit tests and a simulated programming contest. The testing
results proved that all the software requirements identified in the project were satisfied. The project
also proposed a few future enhancements that can be implemented to extend the functionality of
the Test Run feature.
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8.2 Expected outcome
With the Test Run feature implemented in the PC2 web version, a team can submit a test run to the
PC2 server through the EWTeam Web Client. The test run will be executed in the same
environment that is used for a formal judge run but there will not be any penalty points for the test
run submission. With the appropriate use of the Test Run feature, a team can improve its
performance by eliminating potential errors caused by system differences or compilation failure.
Moreover, if the local machine that a team is using does not have any IDE or compiler installed, a
team can still use the Test Run feature of the EWTeam Web Client to test the program using the
PC2 system. Therefore a team will need nothing more than a text editor and a browser to participate
in the contest. Thus the Test Run feature can greatly extend the usability and scalability of PC2 and
provides better user experience for both contestants and contest organizers.
Last but not least, one of the purposes of implementing the Test Run feature is to raise the awareness
of software testing among college students and other contestants. Testing is essential in software
development. The proper use of testing will not only benefit a contestant in a programming contest,
it will also help a programmer form a good habit and enhance the quality of the code written. The
Test Run feature can bring in the motivation for contestants to realize the importance of testing and
thus improve their testing skills.

8.3 Continuous developments
PC2 has been under active development since its first release. Its functionalities have grown and
improved in each release. The completion of this project is not the end of developing the Test Run
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feature. The project will serve as the basis for future developments. The Test Run functionality will
continue to be extended and optimized.
In addition to the future enhancements proposed in Chapter 7, the Test Run feature will also be
extended to the next version of PC2. PC2 Version 10 is aiming at running a programming contest
using the distributed system model. Therefore, the continuous development of the Test Run feature
in PC2 can be expected in the future.
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